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The Peak Performance Productivity 
Podcast Host - Michael Tipper

Welcome to this companion guide to another great conversation I had with one of my fabulous guests

on the the Peak Performance Productivity Podcast.

This guide is a summary of the many things I found valuable in the conversation and captures all of
this insights, ideas, suggestions, how to's and recommendations that I think you'll and useful too.

If you haven't already done so I suggest you go and listen to the episode yourself to get the

information straight from "the horses mouth". The link to the episode can be found on the next page.

I'd also recommend you visit the site and check out the other great interviews too. There's plenty of

great content and practical ideas you can immediately implement so you can get things done quicker,

more ef�ciently and more effectively.

You'll fnd the link to the site in the footer.

Regards

Michael Tipper

Host of The Peak Performance Productivity Podcast

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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Listen to the Original Podcast Episode Here
https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/podcast/gill-tiney-effective-collaboration
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 Gill has always been a nurturer as a teacher and in her own business.  She joined forces with

someone on a mission to make a difference and gathered others to them who were interested in
developing more of their genius.  Collaboration Global was born out of that movement.
 The “being” is through collaboration and how they go about it through love, connection and
abundance.  It’s about changing people’s mindsets and their perceptions and context of who

they are and what they are capable of together.
 The world may change as a result, but even if people’s lives are changed, people’s businesses are

changed or people’s communities are changed, then the world will be a much better place to live.

 It’s about moving people from fear, scarcity and lack to a space of abundance.

 Gill has found that people’s businesses and their lives are so much better when they collaborate.

The De�nition of Collaboration

 Gill calls her approach “true collaboration” which is about bringing 3 or more people together in

harmony to create something greater than they could’ve imagined or created on their own.
 Having three people or more in the mix brings together different perspectives to situations and

problems that will create amazing things.

 Different perspectives through diversity and creativity are essential features of effective

collaboration.
 Effective collaboration is de�ned by the culture that people set up and work in.  
 No one brings ego to the table when people are collaborating effectively.
 IN the collaborative space there is no win or lose because everyone is brought together to be in
their genius which is a place where they love to be and can be at their best.  This brings their

power to the collaboration.

On Becoming A Collaboration Catalyst

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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 When you meet someone and you are “like-hearted” you connect with someone.  There is an
alignment in your values and it feels right when you speak to each other - “brother from another

mother”.
 People who want to contribute to the world and want to make a difference are likely to be “like-

hearted”.

 “Like-hearted” people want the best for the project and want the best for the other people they

are collaborating with.
 “Like-Hearted” people also want to pay it forward.

Collaboration Mindset and Behaviours - “Rules of the Game”

“Like-Hearted” People And Collaboration

 If you want a project “to swing” and you want to enjoy your work, you have to have some honest
conversations with the people you are working with if you have just been put together by

others to work with each other.
 This is about creating the “Rules of The Game” that need to be put together before any

collaboration.  Share what winds you up; share your triggers; share your desired outcomes;
share how you behave when things don’t quite work out for you so others can spot them if they

occur.  

 Setting the Rules of The Game is about being vulnerable.
 If you do this at the start, things become so much easier later on.
 Great collaborators have a mindset of curiosity, of adventure,  a spirit of generosity.
 It is a mindset and it is a “heart-set” too - values of love, trust and human being �rst.

 Gill makes the massive assumption that “I love you” when working with other people regardless

of their persuasions that they may be de�ned as or by.

 If you come from a place of love it is so much easier to be vulnerable, to trust one another, to
acknowledge when it is going wrong, to support each other when home life is rubbish and the

project still has to go on.
 When people still support you regardless of what is going on then that is true collaboration.

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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How To Spot Great Collaboration Partners

 Have a conversation about your values - �nd someone who’s values align with yours (they don’t

necessarily need to be the same).
 Talk about what you are passionate about and see how that resonates with others.

 What do you desire in life?  What is your legacy going to be?

 Look to work with people you can be inspired by.  People you can hug at the end of the day
because you are thrilled to have worked with them that day.

 Understanding how people communicate with each other and with themselves is critical to

effective collaboration.
 Operate from a solution’s focused space -  “this might work in this situation”.
 Give each other the respect of listening to their experiences and contribution to the enterprise
you’re collaborating on.

 Respect when people need and want to be listened to.  Regardless of background, everyone
feels valued when they are listened to.

 Listen with an intent to understand and appreciate and not with an intent to reply.

 There is a place for both masculine and feminine energies in effective collaboration.

 In Gill’s opinion women are in her experience, much better at collaborative behaviours.

Effective Collaboration And Productivity

 Collaboration includes good accountability that is even more effective with 3 or more people.  It

is accountability that helps everyone reach their potential and thus makes them more
productive.

 By being held to account by people who care you will achieve what you commit to because you
don’t want to let them down.  When there are three of you then this is much more powerful.

Collaborating In Different Environments

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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 Others will see opportunities where you can’t or won’t be able to see them.

 The leverage of the collective will help increase productivity

Factors That Get In The Way Of Effective Collaboration

Where To Find Great Collaboration Partners

 If you work for yourself you already have great potential collaboration partners.  For example,

your accountant, your web master, your partner, your friends….

 You can pull them together to be part of your “Dream Team” - a team of close advisors who can

help you see what you might not be able to on your own.
 Tell them what your genius is and what you need from others.

 If you have teenagers you have slave labour! (and an IT department!)
 

 

“Never doubt that a small group of committed citizens can change the world. Indeed it is the

only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead, Anthropologist
 You need to be proactive to get a small team around you to support you in what you are trying

to do.

How To Deal With Feeling Vulnerable When Faced With Asking For Help

 Choose your potential partners wisely.  It starts with having the conversation about dreams,

desires and values to see how closely you are aligned with them.
 Be brave and have those conversations anyway.

 Ego gets in the way of effective collaboration.

 “I’m right, you’re wrong” is an attitude that raises alarm bells.

 Anyone who puts you in your place.
 Anyone who criticises when things go wrong.  

 Someone who crushes any genius in the room.

 This is typical of someone having a �xed mindset.

Good Collaboration Can Generate More Business

The One Thing Gill Recommends You Do Regarding Collaboration To Make You
More Productive

 Know what your purpose is in life and then you have your context.  Know where your genius is
and then exploit it.  Attract other people to you who’ll know you’re for them when you are able

to articulate it.

 When you know how to collaborate, things become so much easier and your productivity will go

through the roof.

https://peakperformanceproductivity.co/
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